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Accelerated Reader is a program based on the fact that students become more motivated to read if

they are tested on the content of the books they have read and are rewarded for correct answers.

Students read each book, individually take the test on the computer, and receive gratification when

they score well. Schools using the Accelerated Reader program have seen a significant increase in

reading among their students.These new middle school titles are a valuable addition to any library.

--This text refers to an alternate Paperback edition.
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Grade 3-6-Three introductions to non-team athletic activities that have been dubbed "extreme."

Each book gives a brief history of the sport, advice on selecting equipment, safety, basic skills, and

competition. The books are eye-catching and easy to read, and the full-color photographs on every

page feature teens and young adults. The sidebars are filled with helpful tips and explanations of

inside lingo. Shelley Youngblut's Way Inside ESPN's X Games (Hyperion, 1998) is a thorough

examination of extreme sports for older readers.Diane Olivo-Posner, Long Beach Public Library, CA

Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate Paperback edition.

"The boys in my library have been reading this series during their study halls and their response has

been overwhelming . . . written in a conversational tone full of helpful, interesting information. There

are plenty of other books on these subjects, but they lack the hip layout of text and photography that

first draws the readers to this collection. . . . Should be a hit in any middle school library. HIGHLY



RECOMMENDED!" --This text refers to an alternate Paperback edition.

Compared to the other juvenile literature on wakeboarding I have read at the library, this is probably

the one of the more informative ones. For kids around 10 years of age, this may be a good

introductory book. This book may be too basic for adults and they could probably get more

information from somewhere else.(I also looked at Extreme Wakeboarding and Wakeboarding :

Technqiues and Tricks). I also found Techniques and Tricks a good children's book, but I wouldn't

recommend Extreme Wakeboarding for kids are who are trying learn how to wakeboard.

I have to say this book was worth reading. It also gave some interesting ideas for me to think about.

I would recommend it to anyone looking for something to read but don't waste your last 15 dollars.
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